ETSCORN REMOTE OBSERVING
Observation Requests

This request must be submitted to the ECO ROBS scheduler: mailto:dklingel@nmt.edu

The observing schedule cycle is based on lunar cycle. We will start the cycle with the First Quarter Moon. Observing requests for the next schedule cycle must be made by the previous First Quarter Moon.

If a request is granted the dates and times of use of the telescope and a user account name/password will be returned at least one lunar cycle before the observing time.

Date submitted: ___________
School: ____________________________
Teacher: ____________________________
Contact email: ____________________________
Contact telephone: ____________________________
Description of project: ____________________________

Include scientific objectives, methods after the fact analysis and type of sky conditions required:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Objects to be observed: ____________________________
Date of observations: ____________________________
Specific night and time: ____________________________
Dark of the moon: ____________________________
Light of the moon: ____________________________

Filter slide requested: RGB  CBV  CRI  None

Request for on-site support will be given for first time users. Can be requested repeat users as needed.